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Craters on Boulders on Bennu’s
surface:

Crater and boulder dimensions 
were measured using images from 
OSIRIS-REx PolyCAM.

Crater dimensions of a subset were 
measured with OSIRIS-REx Laser 
Altimeter (OLA) data (right panels)

367 craters (D = 3-50 cm) total 
on 36 boulder faces (D = 0.5 to 3 m) 
160 m2 total surface area

Largest crater (D = 0.50-5 m) 
on 258 boulder faces (D = 1 to 50 m)



OLA measurements of crater dimensions:
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For 7 craters measured, d/D = 0.33 +/- 0.08 [solid material w/ higher porosity have higher d/D]



What can we determine?

The strength of boulders and 
monolithic C-complex objects.

Ultimately, we can use these 
impact pits as chronometers for the 
surface of Bennu. 

Disruption threshold of Boulders
Derive f = RC/Rimp



The strength of Bennu’s boulders and monolithic C-complex objects.

Q: How do we obtain a strength measurement from observations of craters?

A: There should be a maximum crater size for a given boulder size: 
a more energetic impact will catastrophically disrupt the boulder.

RC/RT   increasing

RC = RC,MAX: Cratering Equation = Catastrophic Disruption Equation



The strength of Bennu’s boulders and monolithic C-complex objects.

The Catastrophic Disruption Equation: 𝑄𝐷
∗ = 𝑞𝑆𝑅𝑇

−𝜇𝑆𝑈2−3𝜇𝑆 + 𝑞𝐺𝑅𝑇
3𝜇𝐺𝑈2−3𝜇𝐺

Impact Energy Density (Q) = Q to Overcome Strength + Q to Overcome Gravity 

Strength Regime Gravity Regime
Small Monolithic Objects

Moons, Dwarf Planets, Planets

Transition Regime:

Rubble Piles

𝑈 = impact speed



The strength of Bennu’s boulders and monolithic C-complex objects.

Step 1. Equating Cratering and Catastrophic Disruption Equations in the Strength Regime

𝑅𝐶,max
𝑅𝑇

∝ 𝑞𝑆
Τ1 3𝑌0

− Τμ𝑆 2𝑅𝑇
− Τ5μ𝑆 24 𝑌0 = impact strength of 1 cm object

qS= scale of strength regime disruption

𝛍𝑺 = size dependence of strength regime disruption 



The strength of Bennu’s boulders and monolithic C-complex objects.



The collisional lifetime of Bennu’s boulders

Boulders have short “mean” 

collisional lifetimes in the main 

belt

Boulder destruction via impacts 

effectively ceases in near-Earth 

space

If Bennu’s lifetime in the main 

asteroid belt was long (0.1-1.0 

Gyr), then its surface has violently 
transformed since it formed. 



Summary

• Present of the first observations of impact craters on individual boulders since the Apollo 
missions. 

• Develop a technique to quantify the strength of solid objects using remote observations of 
craters on their surfaces. 

• Use the boulders as witness plates to derive Bennu’s lifetime in Near-Earth space (see Ballouz 
et al. 2020)

• Provide direct evidence that small asteroids with microgravity environments can retain 
fragments that experience hypervelocity collisions, providing a means of measuring the surface 
exposure ages of small Solar System bodies. 


